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Abstract
This paper discusses a training method of speech syn-

thesis framework using generative moment matching network
(GMMN). GMMN is a deep generative model optimized by
minimizing conditional maximum mean discrepancy (CMMD),
and the GMMN-based speech synthesis system models the dis-
tribution of acoustic features. Although CMMD is computa-
tionally infeasible for a large amount of data, the reduction
methods of computation complexity were not examined in the
previous study. In this paper, we propose an approximation
method based on random Fourier features (RFFs) and minibatch
selection technique using K-means clustering. Experimental
evaluations show that the proposed method outperformed the
conventional one in the perception of inter-utterance variation.
Index Terms: Generative moment matching network, statisti-
cal speech synthesis, neural network, maximum mean discrep-
ancy, kernel method

1. Introduction
Speech synthesis frameworks using deep neural networks
(DNN) have been widely studied in recent years, and some
studies report that synthetic speech and natural recording were
perceptually indistinguishable from each other [1, 2]. How-
ever, since DNN-based speech synthesis generally models one-
to-one mapping from contexts to acoustic features, synthetic
speech does not change as long as the same sentence is input.
This is different from human speech production, in which hu-
man utterances have variation even if the sentence is the same.
Therefore, it is desirable to model such variation to construct
more human-like speech synthesis system.

In this context, we have proposed a random sampling
method of acoustic features based on generative moment match-
ing network (GMMN) [3]. GMMN [4, 5] is a neural-network-
based generative model which predicts the variation of output
features, by minimizing the distance of distributions between
training data and generated samples from the neural network.
We can directly obtain the random sample of the predicted dis-
tribution by using random values of simple prior as the input
variable of neural network. The GMMN-based speech synthe-
sis models the distribution of speech parameters, such as mel-
cepstrum and F0, instead of point estimation, and it achieves
random sampling from the same context. Moreover, we have
shown the effectiveness of GMMN in various applications such
as speaker verification [6] and singing voice synthesis [7].

An issue of GMMN is its computational complexity in
training. Specifically, a conditional maximum mean discrep-
ancy (CMMD), a training criterion of GMMN, requires O(N2)
memory storage for Gram matrices and O(N3) computation
complexity for matrix inversion, where N is the number of
training frames. Hence, it is unrealistic to directly incorpo-

rate CMMD into GMMN-based speech synthesis. In the pre-
vious study, we divide training data set into randomly selected
minibatches and calculated CMMD for each minibatch. The
CMMDs of respective minibatches are not equivalent to that
of whole training data, and this is equivalent to block diagonal
approximation of Gram matrices. However this is just one ap-
proximation method that is available for GMMN-based speech
synthesis.

Therefore, we investigate the effect of the approximation
method of CMMD for GMMN-based speech synthesis. In ad-
dition to the block diagonal approximation that utilizes local in-
formation of minibatch, we introduce a low-rank approximation
based on random Fourier features (RFFs) [8] that uses global
characteristics. Furthermore, we propose a method of minibatch
selection based on K-means clustering instead of random selec-
tion so that we can utilize the information of similar frames.
We perform a subjective evaluation to examine the effectiveness
of approximation and minibatch selection methods. As a mea-
sure of subjective evaluation, we use not only the naturalness
of synthetic speech but also whether the difference is perceived
or not in randomly generated two speech samples of the same
sentence.

2. Distance of distributions based on
maximum mean discrepancy

2.1. Maximum mean discrepancy

In this paper, we first describe maximum mean discrepancy
(MMD)[9], which measures the distance of two distributions.
MMD can be used as the criterion for the training of a genera-
tive model that yield a distribution. We summarize the notations
used in this paper in Table 1. Let P and P̃ be distributions on a
space Y , and the MMD of the distributions is defined by

MMD = sup
∥f∥≤1,f∈F

∣∣∣EY ∼P [f(Y )]− EỸ ∼P̃ [f(Ỹ )]
∣∣∣ (1)

where F is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) defined
by a positive definite kernel function k : Y × Y → R. Equa-
tion (1) expresses the distance of expectation values mapped by
witness function f : Y → R. We obtain the MMD by choosing
the function that maximizes the distance.

We define an implicit feature mapping by ϕ(y) =

k(y, ·) and denote the kernel mean embeddings as µY ≜
EY ∼P [k(Y, ·)] = EY ∼P [ϕ(Y )]. The term of right-hand side
in (1) is represented as follows:

EY ∼P [f(Y )] = EY ∼P ⟨f, ϕ(Y )⟩F
= ⟨f,EY ∼P [ϕ(Y )]⟩F = ⟨f, µY ⟩F (2)

where ⟨·, ·⟩F represents the inner product on RKHS F . There-
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Table 1: Table of notation.

random variable X Y
domain X Y

observation x y
kernel h(x,x′) k(y,y′)

Gram matrix H K
feature map ψ(x) = h(x, ·) ϕ(y) = k(y, ·)

feature matrix Υ Φ
RKHS G F

fore, the MMD in (1) becomes

MMD = sup
∥f∥≤1,f∈F

(⟨f, µY ⟩F − ⟨f, µỸ ⟩F )

= sup
∥f∥≤1,f∈F

⟨f, µY − µỸ ⟩F . (3)

Since the witness function that maximize the inner product in
(3) is given by

f =
µY − µỸ

∥µY − µỸ ∥F
(4)

the MMD can be expressed by the following equation:

MMD2 = ∥µY − µỸ ∥2F
= ⟨µY , µY ⟩F + ⟨µỸ , µỸ ⟩F − 2⟨µY , µỸ ⟩F . (5)

When the samples of distribution P are DY =
{y1, . . . ,yN} and the mapped values are reresented by a ma-
trix form as Φ = [ϕ(y1), . . . , ϕ(yN )]⊤, the sample mean µ̂Y

is given by

µ̂Y =
1

N
Φ⊤

Y1N×1. (6)

where 1A×B is a (A×B) matrix of ones. The inner product of
sample mean is represented by

⟨µY , µỸ ⟩F =
1

NÑ
Tr

[
(Φ⊤

Y1N×1)
⊤(Φ⊤

Ỹ1Ñ×1)
]

=
1

NÑ
Tr

[
ΦYΦ⊤

Ỹ1Ñ×N

]

=
1

NÑ
Tr

[
KYỸ1Ñ×N

]
(7)

where KYỸ = ΦYΦ⊤
Ỹ

is a Gram matrix between DY and
DỸ whose values are obtained from the kernel function k(·, ·).
Since the elements of the Gram matrix are calculated using the
kernel function, it is unnecessary to calculate infinite dimen-
sional vector explicitly obtained from mapping ϕ(·). By apply-
ing this equation to the inner products in (5), we can estimate
MMD from data samples as follows:

MMD2 =
1

N2
Tr [KYY1N×N ] +

1

Ñ2
Tr

[
KỸỸ1Ñ×Ñ

]

− 2
1

NÑ
Tr

[
KYỸ1Ñ×N

]
. (8)

MMD is regarded as a nonparametric method that does not have
to assume the distribution P and P̃ to be parametric.

2.2. Conditional MMD [5]

We consider the case where two distributions P and P̃ are con-
ditional ones given arbitrary input vectors x(∈ X ). In this case,
the distance between the distributions is expressed by the fol-
lowing equation using the witness function f ∈ F in the same
way as MMD:

∣∣∣EY ∼P [f(Y ;x)]− EỸ ∼P̃ [f(Ỹ ;x)]
∣∣∣ . (9)

By using a conditional mean µY |x, the expectation is repre-
sented by

EY ∼P [f(Y ;x)] = ⟨f, µY |x⟩F . (10)

Here, we consider another RHKS G whose kernel function is
h : X × X → R and mapping ψ : X → R, ψ(x) ≜ k(x, ·).
Moreover, we assume that the conditional mean embedding
µY |x is given by a linear transformation as follows:

µY |x = CY |Xψ(x) (11)

where CY |X is a linear operator of tensor product Hilbert space
F ⊗ G. Hence, the inner product can be converted using tensor
product ⊗ as follows:

⟨f, µY |x⟩F = ⟨f, CY |Xψ(x)⟩F (12)
= ⟨f ⊗ ψ(x), CY |X⟩F⊗G . (13)

Finally, we obtain conditional MMD (CMMD) given by

CMMD = sup
∥g(x)∥≤1
g(x)∈F⊗G

⟨g(x), CY |X − CỸ |X̃⟩F⊗G (14)

CMMD2 = ∥CY |X − CỸ |X̃∥2F⊗G . (15)

When we have the data D = {(x1,y1), . . . , (x1,yN )}, the
estimate of the linear operator CY |X is given by the following
equation [10].

ĈY |X = ΦY(ΥXΥ⊤
X + λI)−1Υ⊤

X (16)

where ΦY = [ϕ(y1), . . . , ϕ(yN )]⊤, and ΥX =

[ψ(x1), . . . , ψ(xN )]⊤. λ(> 0) is a regularization constant.
Then, the estimate of CMMD is derived as follows:

CMMD2 =
∥∥∥ΦY(ΥXΥ⊤

X + λI)−1Υ⊤
X

−ΦỸ(ΥX̃Υ⊤
X̃ + λI)−1Υ⊤

X̃

∥∥∥
2

F⊗G

= Tr
[
KY,YH̄−1

X,XHX,XH̄−1
X,X

]

+Tr
[
KỸ,ỸH̄−1

X̃,X̃
HX̃,X̃H̄−1

X̃,X̃

]

− 2Tr
[
KY,ỸH̄−1

X̃,X̃
HX̃,XH̄−1

X,X

]
(17)

where HX,X̃ = ΥXΥ⊤
X̃

is the Gram matrix for input features
and H̄X,X̃ = HX,X̃ + λI.

For simplicity, we assume that two data have the same in-
put, that is X = X̃, then we obtain the following equations.

CMMD2 = Tr
[(
KY,Y +KỸ,Ỹ − 2KY,Ỹ

)
L
]

(18)

L = (H+ λI)−1H(H+ λI)−1. (19)

Compared with MMD, CMMD multiplies L instead of the ma-
trix of ones 1. This means that the kernel values of output vari-
ables in CMMD are weighted by the kernel values of input vari-
ables.
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Figure 1: Network of GMMN-based speech synthesis.

3. GMNN-based speech synthesis

Generative moment matching network (GMMN) [4] is a gener-
ative neural network trained by MMD criterion obtained from
the distributions of original and generated samples. In GMMN,
we use random values sampled from a simple prior distribution,
such as uniform and standard normal distributions, as an input
of the neural network. It is supposed that GMMN yields a simi-
lar distribution to that of training data. Conditional GMMN [5]
is a special case of GMMN in which a conditional distribution is
predicted. For an input vector of conditional GMMN, condition
vector and random values are concatenated, and CMMD is used
as the criterion of conditional GMMN. We refer to both GMMN
and conditional GMMN as GMMN in this paper. GMMN can
represent various distribution because it is unnecessary to re-
strict probabilistic distribution function by a parametric one.
Moreover, we can easily generate a sample of output distribu-
tion by inputting a random value to the neural network.

In GMMN-based speech synthesis [3], the conditional dis-
tribution of acoustic features given frame-level contexts is pre-
dicted by a neural network. Fig. 1 shows the model architec-
ture used in this study. The model is composed of two neural
networks: DNN that outputs center of acoustic features, and
GMMN that outputs the variation from the center. We use low-
dimensional bottleneck features obtained by DNN as an input of
GMMN because it is hard to deal with high-dimensional con-
text vector for kernel functions. To train the model, we first train
of DNN with a mean squared error (MSE)-criterion in the same
way as traditional DNN-based speech synthesis [11]. Next, we
fix the DNN and train GMMN using bottleneck features ob-
tained by the DNN. The parameters of GMNN are optimized to
minimize CMMD between generated and original distributions
of acoustic features by backpropagation. Note that we trained
a GMMN that directly outputs the distribution of acoustic fea-
tures in the previous study [3]. In this study, on the other hand,
we train a GMMN that outputs the difference from DNN with
MSE-criterion for training stability.

(a) Block-diagonal approximation

(b) RFF approximation

Figure 2: Comparison of the approximation methods of Gram
matrices for input variables.

4. Approximated CMMD for GMNN
training

The problem in GMMN is computational complexity. When the
total number of training data points isN , (18) requires O(N3)1

and O(N2) for inverse matrix and trace operation, respectively.
Therefore, the computation is infeasible for large N , which in-
cludes speech synthesis case. Moreover, a minibatch-wise loss
function is required to perform minibatch-based gradient de-
scent optimization, which is generally used in DNN training. In
this study, we investigate approximation methods of CMMD for
the training of GMMN-based speech synthesis.

4.1. Approximation of Gram matrices

First, we approximate the Gram matrix of output variables
G ≜ (KY + KỸ − 2Ky,Ỹ) in (18) by block diagonal ma-
trix diag[G1, . . . ,GS ], where S is the number of minibatches.
In the previous work [3], we also approximated the Gram ma-
trix of L by the block diagonal ones Li (i = 1 . . . S), the ap-
proximated CMMD becomes L =

∑S
i=1 Tr[GiLi] as shown

in Fig. 2 (a). Since the loss function is regarded as the sum
of minibatch-wise CMMD, the minibatch-based optimization is
available and the computation complexity for each minibatch
requires O(B3) when the number of data points of a minibatch
is B.

In addition to the block-diagonal approximation, we pro-
pose a low-rank approximation method based on random
Fourier features (RFFs) [8] for input features. The difference
between these two methods of approximation is illustrated in
Fig. 2. RFF approximates a kernel function by the inner prod-
uct of finite-dimensional vectors. Specifically, a widely-used
radial basis function (RBF) kernel defined by

hRBF(x,x
′) = exp

(
−1

2
∥x− x′∥2

)
(20)

can be approximated by the following equation:

hRBF(x,x
′) ≈ 1

M

M∑

r=1

cos(x⊤ωr + br) cos(x
′⊤ωr + br)

(21)

where M is the dimensionality of RFF, and ωr and br are sam-
ples from a normal distribution N (0, I) and a uniform distribu-
tion U [0, 2π), respectively.

1 To be exact, a Strassen algorithm can reduce computation com-
plexity to O(N log2 7) ≈ O(N2.807). However, the matrix inversion
still requires huge computational cost.
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Let Z be the matrix form of M(≪ N)-dimensional RFF
vectors given by

Z = [z1, . . . , zN ]⊤ (22)

zn =
[
cos(x⊤

nω1 + b1), . . . , cos(x
⊤
nωM + bM )

]⊤
(23)

and we obtain an approximated Gram matrix of input feature as
follows:

H ≈ ZZ⊤. (24)

By using Woodbury identity [12], the matrix L, which includes
inverse of H, is transformed as:

L ≈ (ZZ⊤ + λI)−1ZZ⊤(ZZ⊤ + λI)−1

= ZΛ−1Λ−1Z⊤ (25)

Λ = Z⊤Z/λ+ I. (26)

Λ can be calculated in advance before the training of GMMN
because it is independent of output features. The element of
block diagonal matrix Li becomes O(BM2). The approx-
imated L by RFF is supposed to have global characteristics
of training data, while the block diagonal matrices have local
features of minibatches. Moreover, since the RFF approxima-
tion does not require O(B3) associated with the inverse matrix
calculation as is required in the block diagonal approximation,
RFF approximation can use larger minibatch size than the block
diagonal approximation.

4.2. Minibatch selection using clustering

In this study, we examine the method to choose minibatch.
When the amount of training data is large and the output fea-
tures are diverse, the Gram matrix of output feature, K, tends to
be sparse. For example, the kernel function values between dif-
ferent phonemes become very small. Due to the sparsity, only
a small amount of information is used to optimize GMMN pa-
rameters.

To overcome this problem, we propose a clustering-based
minibatch selection to get together similar training data points.
For the clustering, we employed K-means clustering with bot-
tleneck features. In order to limit the maximum size of each
cluster, we recursively divide the training data by 2-class K-
means clustering until the size of each cluster becomes lower
than a given value.

5. Experiments
5.1. Experimental conditions

We used a database of Japanese speech recorded by a female
speaker for the experimental evaluations. The database included
203 sentences, and each sentence was recorded five times to
take the inter-utterance diversity into account. 100 sentences
were included in JSUT corpus [13] and the rest 103 sentences
were from ATR phonetically balanced Japanese sentences [14].
The training sentences were 750 utterances which consisted of
five recordings for every 150 sentence. 26 and 27 sentences
were used for validation and test data, respectively.

We extracted F0, spectral envelope, and aperiodicity from
STRAIGHT [15] every 5 ms from the speech signal downsam-
pled by a sampling rate of 16 kHz, and obtained 0-39th mel-
cepstrum, log F0, and 5-band aperiodicity. We used a 139-
dimensional vector consisting of ∆, ∆2, and V/UV flags as

1

MSE

Mean opinion score

BLOCK-RAND
BLOCK-CLST

RFF-RAND
RFF-CLST

VOC

2 3 4 5

Figure 3: Subjective evaluation on naturalness (1: too bad, 5:
very good).

MSE

1 2 3 4 5

BLOCK-RAND
BLOCK-CLST

RFF-RAND
RFF-CLST

VOC

Mean opinion score
Figure 4: Subjective evaluation on the inter-utterance variation
of two synthetic speech samples (1: completely equivalent, 5:
very different).

acoustic features. The acoustic features were normalized to a
range [−1, 1]. We used a 556-dimensional contextual vector
as an input vector obtained from questions about context and
frame position information, The input vector was normalized to
zero mean and unit variance. The dimensionalities of bottleneck
features and random samples were 128 and 3, respectively,

We used model architecture shown in Fig. 1. The DNN
trained by MSE criterion consists of three encoder layers and
three decoder layers. The number of hidden layers of GMMN
was three. We set the number of hidden units of the DNN and
GMMN to 512. We used ReLU activation function for hidden
layers and tanh for bottleneck and output layers.

The kernel functions of CMMD were RBF kernels defined
by

kRBF(y,y
′) = exp

(
−∥y − y′∥2

2l2y

)
(27)

hRBF(x,x
′) = exp

(
−∥x− x′∥2

2l2x

)
(28)

where ly and lx are scale parameters for input and output fea-
tures, respectively. We adopted the statistic of Euclidean dis-
tance between two input/output feature vectors to determine the
scale parameters. Specifically, the median distance was used
for ly and the half value of maximum distance was used for lx.
The dimensionality of RFF was set to 1024, and the regulariza-
tion constant λ was 0.01. For the K-means-based method, the
maximum number of frames of each cluster was 1024.

The minibatch size was 1024 for DNN training and 10000
for GMMN training. We employed parameter optimization
based on Adam [16] with learning rate 0.001. A dropout rate
was 20% and weight decay with coefficient 10−6 was used for
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Table 2: Average of the frame-level standard deviations of syn-
thetic speech parameters.

Mel-cepstrum Log F0 Duration
0th 1st [cent] [msec]

BLOCK-RAND 0.0230 0.0121 15.80 2.46
BLOCK-CLST 0.0528 0.0216 18.23 3.50
RFF-RAND 0.0208 0.0066 1.54 3.77
RFF-CLST 0.0493 0.0266 13.97 5.47

regularization, and batch normalization was adopted to avoid
gradient vanishing. Early stopping was performed using the
validation set and the maximum number of training epochs was
300.

For experimental evaluations, we synthesized five speech
samples using random values for each 27 test sentence2

5.2. Subjective evaluation

We conducted crowd-sourcing-based subjective evaluations by
mean opinion score (MOS) tests to examine the effectiveness
of approximation methods. We employed two tests which mea-
sured naturalness and inter-utterance variation, respectively. In
the naturalness test, the participants listened to speech samples
and rate the naturalness on them on a five-point scale (1: too
bad, 5: very good). In the inter-utterance variation test, we
chose pairs of synthetic speech samples of the same sentence,
which were generated using different random values. The par-
ticipants listened to the pair and the similarity of two speech
samples was graded by a five-point scale (1: completely dif-
ferent, 5: very different). The number of participants on a
crowd-sourcing service was 60 for respective tests and 3 sen-
tences were randomly selected individually for each participant
from the 27 test sentences.

The results of naturalness and inter-utterance variation are
shown in 3 and 4, respectively. MSE in the figure is the result
of DNN trained by MSE criterion, which did not perform ran-
dom sampling. VOC denotes vocoded speech samples, which
were re-synthesized from extracted acoustic features. BLOCK
and RFF correspond to block diagonal and RFF approximation
methods. For the minibatch selection methods, RAND repre-
sents a random selection and CLST means K-means clustering.

When comparing naturalness, we find that RFF-RAND
gave the highest score among the GMMN-based methods and
clustering-based minibatch selection degraded the naturalness
of synthetic speech. The scores of GMM-based methods were
comparable with MSE. As for inter-utterance variation, RFF-
CLST yielded higher scores than the other GMMN-based meth-
ods and MSE. We should note that VOC was only 2.61 even
though the original recordings were not equivalent to each other.
Moreover, although the synthetic samples of MSE had no dif-
ference, the score was not 1 but 1.60. A possible reason of
the narrow score range is that the variation of original record-
ing was not large enough for the listeners to perceive because
the recording samples were reading-style speech not including
expressiveness.

5.3. Inter-utterance variation

To explore the detail of subjective evaluation results, we ex-
amined the variance of generated speech parameters. We cal-

2 Synthetic speech samples are available at https://hyama5.
github.io/demo_GMMN_TTS.

culated the average of standard deviations of respective frames
obtained from randomly generated 5 samples. The results for
0th and 1st mel-cepstral coefficients, log F0, and phone duration
are shown in Table 2. When we calculated the standard devia-
tion of log F0s, unvoiced frames were removed. From the table,
it is seen that the standard deviations of mel-cepstral coefficients
of BLOCK-CLST and RFF-CLST, which performed clustering-
based minibatch selection, were larger than the other methods.
On the other hand, RFF-CLST had the largest standard devia-
tion in phone duration and was followed by RFF-RAND. When
comparing the standard deviation of log F0s, we see that RFF-
RAND yielded very small variation. Moreover, the scores of
inter-utterance variation increased with the increase of the stan-
dard deviation of generated phone durations. Therefore, the
phone duration variation might have been a dominant factor in
the subjective evaluation of inter-utterance variation.

5.4. Random sample example

We plot the generated speech parameters in Fig. 5 as an exam-
ple. These figures shows the speech parameter using 5 different
random values. The mel-cepstral coefficients and log F0s were
generated using phone durations of original speech to make the
difference clear. The 5 contours with different colors were cor-
responding to speech parameters of respective random samples.
It is seen that the variation in 1st mel-cepstral coefficients was
too small to affect the perception of synthetic speech for all
methods. When comparing log F0s, we see that the contours
of BLOCK-CLST and RFF-CLST varied dependent on random
values. The phone durations had variation in all methods in
Fig. 5(c), which means that the random sampling was effective
in duration models.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated the approximation methods of
CMMD for GMMN-based speech synthesis. In addition to
conventional block diagonal approximation, we proposed RFF-
based approximation of Gram matrices for input features.
Moreover, we introduced the minibatch selection using K-
means clustering with bottleneck features to avoid sparse Gram
matrices. Through the experimental evaluations, it is found that
the method using RFF approximation and clustering yielded
larger variance of generated phone durations, and this could
have enhanced the perceptual score of inter-utterance variation.
For future work, we will compare the performance with other
generative models such as variational auto-encoder and gener-
ative adversarial network. Otherwise, giving random noise and
bias for speech parameters can yield inter-utterance variation.
Therefore, future work includes the evaluation of trade-off be-
tween variation and naturalness with the simple methods of ran-
dom generation. Moreover, we should use a large speech dataset
and a dataset with larger speech variation to enhance the score
of VOC.
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Figure 5: Randomly generated speech parameters for sentence “平均倍率を下げた形跡がある (heekin bairitsuwo sageta keesekiga
aru)”
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